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Accumulations

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Accumulation L221000 - Large box, with several thousand stamps, both loose and in fragments, from all over the world, also 
repeated, also noted stamps from the classical or semi-classical period, a large lot of blocks, all different, which alone
is worth part of the price , some nice pieces of postal history and first day stockcards, gross weight 1 Kg, box 
included. Lots of fun! The photo is only an example of the lot. Lot always available, even in multiples of kilograms.

50 €

Accumulation L231066 - Collection of miscellaneous material. 45 €
Accumulation L231067 - Collection of miscellaneous material 30 €
Accumulation L231077 - Collection of miscellaneous material. Look at the pictures. 10 €
Accumulation L231179 - Collection of miscellaneous material 15 €
Accumulation L231180 - Postal History Collection and 2 Mini Stockbooks 15 €
Accumulation L231188 - Collection of 3 stockbooks, with used stamps from Holland, Czechoslovakia and Australia. 35 €
Accumulation L231202 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 35 €
Accumulation L231203 - German area accumulation. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Accumulation L231209 - Accumulation on stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 45 €
Accumulation L231212 - Collection on 4 stockbooks, with stamps from Asia and Europe. 30 €
Accumulation L231213 - Collection on 4 stockbooks, with stamps from all over the world 30 €
Accumulation L231214 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks, with stamps also from Belgium and San Marino 30 €
Accumulation L231215 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks, with also stamps from Czechoslovakia and Poland 30 €
Accumulation L231216 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with stamps also from Austria and the Vatican 25 €
Accumulation L231217 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks, with stamps also from Malta, Rwanda, Israel. 40 €
Accumulation L231218 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks, with stamps also from Hungary, Indonesia, Portugal. 30 €
Accumulation L231219 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, including stamps from Monaco, Channel Islands, USA, 45 €
Accumulation L231220 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with lot of Italian colonies 55 €
Accumulation L231221 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks, with Lot of French Colonies 40 €
Accumulation L231222 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with good Soviet Union lot. 60 €
Accumulation L231247 - Collection, on 2 stockbooks, with used stamps. 30 €
Accumulation L231251 - Collection of miscellaneous material. 35 €
Accumulation L231253 - Collection of miscellaneous material 25 €
Accumulation L231258 - Europe World stamp collection, on stockbook pages. 30 €
Accumulation L231261 - Accumulation of miscellaneous material, on 3 stockbooks. 30 €



Accumulation L231263 - Collection of miscellaneous material. 15 €

Europe > Austria

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Austria L231169 - Austria collection, on stockbook, from 1945 to 1996, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 45 €
Austria L231207 - Austria collection, from 1980 to 1986, on 7 folders, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 20 €

Europe > Benelux

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Belgium L231107 - Belgium collection, on album pages, from 1963 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged 55 €
Luxembourg L231141 - Incredible Luxembourg collection, on albums, services only, many high-value stamps, also signed and 

certified. Huge value.
2450 €

Luxembourg L231142 - Luxembourg collection, on album, from 1944 to 1957, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. Also noted
Specimen, and 2 artist's proofs.

850 €

Luxembourg L231205 - Luxembourg collection, from 1963 to 1986, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. 50 €
Belgium L231225 - Belgium collection, with used stamps, from the classical period. 50 €

Europe > Eastern Europe

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Yugoslavia L231095 - Beautiful lot of Yugoslavia, blocks and Miniatures, mostly new ** never hinged, excellent pieces, 1950s, 
very high value.

690 €

USSR L231111 - Incredible USSR collection, on albums, from 1921 to 1957, with postage stamps, almost all new ** never 
hinged, many sets and valuable blocks, excellent quality, enormous value.

2760 €

USSR L231112 - USSR collection, on album, from 1963 to 1967, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged. 350 €
USSR L231113 - USSR collection, on album, from 1958 to 1962, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged. 290 €
USSR L231114 - USSR collection, on 2 albums, from 1968 to 1977, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 100 €
Poland L231115 - Poland collection, with new and used stamps, including local Topical. 240 €

Romania L231116 - Romania collection, with stamps, new and used, excellent lot of classics. Very high catalog value. 1200 €
Hungary L231117 - Hungary collection, with stamps, new and used, with excellent classic lot. Very high overall value. 740 €
Croatia L231118 - Incredible Croatia collection, on stockbook, from 1941 to 1945, with stamps, new ** never hinged, with 

blocks and miniature blocks, excellent quality, very high catalog value. Leaflet no. 8 to be appraised conpagered free.
1100 €

Croatia L231119 - Huge stock of proofs and essays of stamps, new ** never hinged, repeated, on 2 stockbooks, with well 
over 1000 copies.

1980 €

Croatia L231120 - Stock of stamps, Croatia, from 1941 to 1945, new ** never hinged, in sets cpl, repeated. Also services, 
and leaflets. Huge catalog value.

790 €

Croatia L231144 - Croatia collection, from 1941 to 1945, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, also not perforated. 380 €
Serbia L231145 - Serbia collection, since 1866, with new and used stamps. Great lot of classics. 290 €
Serbia L231146 - Collection Serbia, German Occupation, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in complete sets, and value 

blocks. Very high catalog value.
960 €

Kotor L231147 - 1944, Kotor, German Occupation, Sass. 1-6, * new hinged, 600 euro catalogue. 150 €
Slovakia L231148 - Slovakia collection, with stamps, new ** never hinged, services included. 250 €

Yugoslavia L231150 - Yugoslavia collection, with stamps, new without gum, and new ** never hinged, also not perforated. 90 €
Bosnia

Herzegovina
L231151 - Bosnia and Herzegovina collection, since 1879, with new and used postage stamps, even without 
perforations.

120 €

Albania L231152 - Albania collection, 1943-1944, German Occupation, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 240 €
Hungary L231160 - Hungary collection, on stockbook, until 1970, with postage stamps, used. 40 €
Slovenia L231170 - Slovenia collection, until 1998, with used stamps. 90 €
Slovenia L231171 - Slovenia collection, on album, from 1991 to 1998, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 80 €

Yugoslavia L231181 - Yugoslavia collection, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps up to 1966. 30 €
Poland L231185 - Poland collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, until 1981. 30 €

Czechoslovakia L231186 - Czechoslovakia collection, with postage stamps, used, up to 1983. 30 €
Romania L231187 - Romania collection, on stockbook, until 1982, with postage stamps, used. 30 €

Yugoslavia L231194 - Yugoslavia collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, to be inspected carefully. 90 €
Eastern Europe L231249 - Eastern Europe collection, with mainly new stamps ** never hinged. 40 €

Europe > France

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

France L231057 - France collection, on album, from 1850 to 1959, with stamps, new */** and used. Lots of certificates and 
signed. Stamps and sets of very high value, e.g. 1c of 1862 (pair), 80c of 1862 new ** never hinged. Immense value.

8350 €



France L231058 - France collection, on album, up to 1971, with stamps, new */** and used. Beautiful section of airmail, 
leaflets and services, with signed and certified specimens. Huge value.

2650 €

France L231167 - France collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, until 2006 50 €
French

colonies
L231201 - Huge stock of French Colonies, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from Africa, Asia, also gilt stamps, and 
proof of luxury Vietnam, repeated. Huge value.

440 €

France L231224 - Stock of postcards from France, early 1900s, small format, black/white, mostly circulated. 360 €

Europe > Germany

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Germany Bund L231073 - Huge accumulation of German Bund first day covers from the 1980s/90s. 30 €
Germany Bund L231086 - Lot of circulated envelopes, from the early 1950s, with excellent franking from the German Bund. 60 €

Austria and
Germany

L231103 - Austria and Germany collection, on album pages, up to the 70s, including Berlin, with stamps, new ** 
never hinged.

35 €

Germany L231140 - Germany collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, mainly with a dog theme. 220 €
Bohemia and

Moravia
L231149 - Bohemia and Moravia collection, from the beginning, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, also 
signed.

90 €

Germany L231204 - Germany collection, on stockbook, from the Ancient States to the Reich. To be inspected carefully. 160 €
Germany L231206 - Germany Collection, on stockbooks, from Ancient States, to the Reich, Colonies and Occupations. To be 

inspected carefully.
80 €

GDR Germany L231208 - Germany DDR collection, on 3 stockbooks, from the beginning to 1986, with mostly used stamps. 150 €
Germany Bund L231211 - Germany Bund collection, on stockbook, from beginning to 1976, with postage stamps, mostly used. 50 €

Europe > Iberia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Spain L231110 - Spain collection, on album pages, from 1962 to 1972, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 60 €

Europe > Italy Old States

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy
Prephilatelic

L231061 - Lot of 4 prephilatelics, from the 1500s and 1600s, and a document from the 1700s. 480 €

Europe > Italy Colonies

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italian colonies L231255 - Lot of Italian Colonies: Libya, Eritrea and Tripolitania, with new and used stamps. 30 €

Europe > Italy Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Kingdom L231243 - Italy Kingdom collection, on GBE album, with new and used stamps, due to high catalog value. 390 €
Italy Kingdom L231257 - Italy Kingdom collection, with new and used stamps. 30 €

Europe > Italy Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italian area L231063 - Area Italiana collection, with used stamps from the Kingdom, the Republic, the Colonies, the Vatican, and 
San Marino.

90 €

Italian area L231068 - Collection of first day covers and postal stationery from Area Italiana. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Italy L231078 - Lot Italy with old banknotes, in lire and mini cheques. 20 €
Italy L231079 - Italy, Colonies and Republic collection, on 2 stockbooks, with new and used stamps. Look at the pictures. 20 €

Italy and the
Vatican

L231092 - Lot of envelopes and postcards, mostly circulated with beautiful franking, on 2 albums. 70 €



Italian area L231094 - Accumulation of FDCs and Postal Stationery, Italy and the Vatican. 30 €
Trieste b L231165 - Trieste B collection, on album, from 1948 to 1954, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 1030 €

Italy L231223 - Italy, Kingdom and Republic collection, with used and repeated stamps. 35 €
SMOM L231235 - Sovereign Military Order of Malta collection, on Marini album, from 1966 to 1985, with new stamps ** 

never hinged.
40 €

Italy L231240 - Italy Kingdom and Republic collection, on album, with new * and used stamps. 55 €
Trieste A L231241 - Empty album Trieste A, from 1947 to 1954, Marini pages also complete with services, with pockets and 

slipcase.
20 €

Italy L231252 - Italian Area Lot: Kingdom, Fiume, etc., with new and used stamps. 25 €
Somalia AFIS L231254 - Somalia collection, Trusteeship, from 1950 to 1960, with mainly new stamps ** never hinged. 25 €

Italy L231259 - Italy collection, from the Kingdom to the Republic, with new and used stamps. 50 €
Italy L231260 - Italy collection, from the Kingdom to the Republic, with mainly used stamps. 40 €

Italy and San
Marino

L231267 - Italy and San Marino collection, with used and new */** stamps. Noted Sassone 4 blocklet from San 
Marino, * new hinged.

60 €

Europe > Italy Republic

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Republic L224427 - Italia Repubblica collection, on album, from 1961 to 1975, with postage stamps, used. 40 €
Italy Republic L224438 - Italia Repubblica collection, on 2 binders, with FDC up to the 90s. 25 €
Italy Republic L231072 - Accumulation of Italy Republic circulated envelopes. 30 €
Italy Republic L231074 - Accumulation of Italy Republic circulated envelopes 30 €
Italy Republic L231083 - Italia Repubblica collection, on 3 albums, with FDC First day covers, from 1974 to 1982. 40 €
Italy Republic L231087 - Collection of FDCs, first day covers, of the Italy Republic, from 1959 to 1974 on 2 binders. 25 €
Italy Republic L231233 - Empty album Italy Republic, from 1945 to 1972, complete pages, without pockets 10 €
Italy Republic L231237 - Italia Repubblica collection, from 1945 to 1977, on Marini album, with used and new stamps */**. 95 €
Italy Republic L231245 - Italia Repubblica collection, from 1945 to 1983, on 3 GBE albums, complete with case, with new */** and 

used stamps.
550 €

Italy Republic L231262 - Lot Italy Republic, with used stamps, on stockcards. 25 €
Italy Republic L231265 - Italia Repubblica collection, from 1983 to 2003, with new stamps ** never hinged, very high catalog value. 220 €
Italy Republic L231266 - Italia Repubblica collection, from 1957 to 1982, complete, with new stamps ** never hinged, on 2 albums 

with Marini case, complete pages from 1945.
80 €

Europe > San Marino

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

San Marino L231015 - San Marino collection, from 1968 to 2004, with blocks, stamps and postcards, new ** never hinged, almost
complete.

220 €

San Marino L231236 - San Marino empty album, from 1962 to 1969, full pages, with pockets. 10 €
San Marino L231238 - Blank album blocks San Marino, 1945 to 1959, complete, with pockets 10 €
San Marino L231239 - San Marino lot, with new ** and used stamps, repeated, on stock stockcards. 25 €

Europe > Scandinavia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Sweden L231106 - Sweden collection, on album pages, from 1963 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged, with postcards. 120 €
Finland L231109 - Finland collection, on album pages, from 1963 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 60 €

Scandinavia L231189 - Sweden and Finland collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, from the classics. 40 €
Scandinavia L231228 - Norway and Finland collection, on thick stockbook, with used, even repeated, stamps. 30 €

Europe > Switzerland

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Switzerland L231059 - Switzerland collection, on album, from 1850 to 1959, with stamps, new, mostly ** never hinged, many 
certified and signed copies. Huge value.

2800 €

Switzerland L231060 - Switzerland collection, on album, with only leaflets, airmail and services, mostly new ** never hinged. 
Many certified and signed copies. Very high catalog value.

3100 €

Switzerland L231076 - Switzerland collection, from 1850, with stamps, used, including 2 Rayon. 40 €
Switzerland L231089 - Incredible Switzerland collection, with FDC and envelopes, mostly circulated, with Italian cancellations. 

Noted Pro Juventute, and Pro Patria, 1940s, 1948 Olympics, 1948 Landscapes. Very high catalog value.
1300 €

Switzerland L231090 - Collection of FDC Switzerland, from 1969 to 1982, on 2 albums. 20 €
Switzerland L231182 - Switzerland collection, on stockbook with stamps, used, up to the 2000s. 60 €



Europe > United Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

English
colonies

L231064 - 1972, British Colonies, Silver Wedding Anniversary tour, with stamps, mint ** never hinged. 30 €

England L231168 - England collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, up to 2000. 60 €
England L231197 - England, letter dated March 22, 1841, franked with 2 pence blue, 4 margins. 590 €
England L231198 - England, letter dated August 3, 1840, franked with Penny Black, 4 margins 390 €
England L231231 - England collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, from the classical period. 25 €
England L231264 - England collection, from 1961 to 1989, with services and in complete sets, new ** never hinged. 125 €

Europe > Vatican

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Vatican L231075 - Vatican FDC collection of first day covers, 1960s/70s, on 2 binders. Look at the pictures. 25 €
Vatican L231091 - FDC collection, Vatican, 70s/80s on 2 albums. 25 €
Vatican L231232 - Vatican collection, from 1939 to 1990, with new stamps **, on album. 80 €
Vatican L231234 - Vatican empty album, from 1996 to 2005, complete pages, with pockets and slipcase. 20 €
Vatican L231242 - Vatican lot, with blocks and mini-blocks, new ** never hinged, repeated, for very high overall catalog value! 120 €
Vatican L231244 - Vatican collection, from 1959 to 1976, with new stamps ** never hinged. 25 €
Vatican L231256 - Vatican collection, until 1971, with new and used stamps. 25 €

Europe > Europe Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Europe L231084 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps. Very good lot Austria and Italy, Kingdom and 
Republic.

90 €

Europe L231088 - Collection of FDCs and Europa covers, on album. Note some interesting Liechtenstein BUs. 30 €
Europe L231093 - Envelope collection, mostly circulated, Europe 25 €

Gibraltar L231098 - Gibraltar collection, on stockbook, up to 1997, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 380 €
Iceland L231104 - Iceland collection, on album pages, from 1963 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 20 €
Ireland L231105 - Ireland collection, on album pages, from 1971 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €

Denmark L231108 - Denmark collection, on album pages, from 1963 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 30 €
French Andorra L231126 - French Andorra collection, on album pages, from 1932 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 130 €

Europe L231129 - Europe collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, excellent Italian lot, dog theme. 150 €
Europe L231130 - Europa collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, maximum, dog theme. 80 €
Europe L231131 - Europa collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, maximum, dog theme. 130 €
Europe L231132 - Europe collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, mainly with a dog theme. 80 €

Liechtenstein L231143 - Liechtenstein collection, on 2 albums, from 1912 to 1991, with stamps, new ** never hinged, very 
advanced, almost complete, services included. Lots of certified stamps.

2970 €

Monaco L231153 - Monaco collection, from 1996 to 1997, with stamps, blocks and mini-blocks, new ** never hinged. 150 €
Monaco L231154 - Monaco collection, from 1997 to 2004, with stamps, blocks and mini-blocks, new ** never hinged. 590 €
Monaco L231155 - Monaco collection, from 1999 to 2004, with stamps, blocks and mini-blocks, new ** never hinged. 450 €
Monaco L231156 - Monaco collection, on album, from 1981 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 250 €
Monaco L231157 - Monaco collection, on album, from 1964 to 1980, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 250 €
Monaco L231158 - Monaco collection, on album, from 1991 to 1997, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 170 €
Monaco L231159 - Collection Monaco, on album, from beginning to 1963, services included, with stamps, almost all new ** 

never hinged
690 €

Europe L231161 - Europa collection, with leaflets, new ** never hinged, and used. 30 €
Europe L231162 - Europa collection, with leaflets, new ** never hinged, and used. 30 €

Europe CEPT L231172 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1980 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 90 €
Europe CEPT L231173 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1956 to 1979, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 90 €
Europe CEPT L231174 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1956 to 1971, with stamps, used 90 €
Europe CEPT L231175 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1983 to 1989, with postage stamps, used 40 €
Europe CEPT L231176 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1972 to 1977, with stamps, used 60 €
Europe CEPT L231177 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1993 to 1996, with postage stamps, used 40 €
Europe CEPT L231178 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1989 to 1992, with postage stamps, used 40 €

Europe L231193 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps: excellent lot Slovenia 80 €
Ireland L231226 - Blank album of Ireland, 1929 to 1989, full pages, with slip pockets. 20 €
Europe L231250 - Europa collection, with mainly used stamps. 15 €

Africa

COUNTRY / DESCRIPTION PRICE



TYPE
Africa L231196 - Africa collection, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps. 35 €
Africa L231199 - Africa collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, also repeated. Very high value. 250 €
Africa L231200 - Africa collection, with new stamps ** never hinged, repeated. Very high value. 390 €
Africa L231227 - Collection of used stamps, on large Lindner 60 stockbook, ideal for your Topical. 25 €

Americas

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

America L231166 - America collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, also from Argentina, Brazil, Chile. 40 €
America L231229 - America collection, on 2 large stockbooks, with new and used stamps. 40 €

Asia and Oceania

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Israel L231099 - Lot of blocks, miniature blocks and stamps, Israel, new ** never hinged. 25 €
Wallis and

Futuna
L231121 - Wallis and Futuna collection, with stamps, almost all new ** never hinged, many sets cpl of value, also 
1943 rare sets of postage, with certificate. Very high catalog value.

820 €

French
Polynesia

L231122 - French Polynesia collection, 1990s/2000s, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 270 €

French
Polynesia

L231123 - French Polynesia collection, from 1958 to 1986, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, very high 
catalog value.

1030 €

TAAF extension L231124 - TAAF collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, until 2002. Also French Andorra lot. 140 €
TAAF extension L231125 - TAAF collection, on album pages, from 1955 to 1991, with stamps, new ** never hinged. Very high catalog

value.
1850 €

Asia L231183 - Asia collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, new and used, interesting lots from China and Japan 140 €
India L231246 - India collection, on album, with used stamps, from the classical period. 50 €
Asia L231270 - Collection of different Asian countries, mainly Taiwan, with used postage stamps. 90 €

Rest of the world

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

World L231065 - World collection, with used stamps, from the classics. Look at the pictures. 35 €
World L231069 - World collection, to be inspected carefully. Impossible to photograph the entire lot. 30 €
World L231071 - World collection, with stamps, mainly new ** never hinged, to be inspected carefully. Impossible to 

photograph the entire lot.
60 €

World L231085 - Lot of stamps only, classic, new and used. Excellent section Germany and Hungary. 260 €
World L231096 - Superb lot of envelopes, postcards and postal stationery, mainly circulated, from the classical period. 

Noticed Zeppelin, excellent Switzerland lot, very high value.
750 €

World L231127 - Lot of circulated envelopes, with interesting postage, including a postal envelope, which has not been 
circulated.

590 €

World L231128 - Lot of envelopes and postcards, with valuable postage, mainly with animal Topical. 950 €
World L231133 - World Collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, mainly with a dog theme. 60 €
World L231134 - World collection with postcards, postal stationery, mainly with a dog theme. 90 €
World L231135 - World collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, maximum, dog theme. 90 €
World L231136 - World Collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, mainly with a dog theme. 70 €
World L231137 - World Collection with envelopes, postal stationery, postcards, mainly with a dog theme. 60 €
World L231138 - World collection with postcards, postal stationery, envelopes, mainly with a dog theme. 70 €
World L231139 - World Collection with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, including classic ones, mainly with a dog 

theme.
100 €

World L231190 - World collection, with new and used stamps, also from China. 60 €
World L231191 - World collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly new ** never hinged. 130 €
World L231192 - World, Oriente collection, on stockbook, with used stamps. Ideal for your Topical. 25 €
World L231195 - World collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly new ** never hinged, even in complete sets. Excellent 

lot noticed Istria, Slovenian Littoral.
290 €

Europe World L231210 - Europa World collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly new ** never hinged. 45 €
World L231230 - World collection, with mainly used stamps, from the classics, mainly English colonies. 40 €
World L231248 - Europa World collection, with new and used stamps. 20 €
World L231268 - World collection, with new blocks and stamps ** never hinged, even in complete sets. Noted stamps of 5 c.

Official of Tonga, Michel 195II, for 190 eur.
130 €

World L231269 - World collection, with used stamps, blocks and mini-blocks 40 €

Topical



COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Hunger in the
world

L231062 - Hunger in the World topical collection, on album pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 35 €

Airmail L231080 - Air Mail thematic collection, on 2 albums, with envelopes, first flights and special flights. 30 €
Hot air balloon L231081 - Hot air balloon topical envelope collection, on 2 albums. 30 €
Hot air balloon L231082 - Hot air balloon topical envelope collection, on 2 albums. 30 €

Space L231097 - Lot of 5 Folder Challengers, 1983, USA. 100 €
Automobiles L231100 - Cars thematic collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 290 €
Automobiles L231101 - Cars thematic collection, on stockbook, with blocks and miniature blocks, new ** never hinged. 380 €
Europe CEPT L231163 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1978 to 1982, with used stamps. 40 €
Europe CEPT L231164 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, from 1991 to 1995, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 90 €

Europe L231184 - Europe thematic collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps. 60 €


